PMC OUNCE®

The Investable Product Matching the
Composition and Weighting of the
PMC Index®
Physical Bullion Asset Leveraging
the Benefits of a Diversified Precious
Metals Portfolio
The PMC Ounce (Precious Metals Composite) is a dynamic
physical precious investment asset that provides the
same diversified and weighted allocation of precious
metals that comprise the PMC Index®. The PMC Ounce
trades in real time and allows an investor to capture and
combine the value associated with each metal’s time
tested characteristics as a store of wealth, inflation hedge,
currency hedge, and unique industrial applications.

KEY BENEFITS

DEAL DIRECT WITH THE EXCHANGE
Neptune-GBX makes and maintains a live two-way market, buying and selling.
INNOVATION
Awarded a US Patent as an innovative physical precious metals investment.
LIQUID AND DIVISIBLE
Turnkey physical bullion investment that is highly liquid and divisible.
DESIGNED TO PERFORM
Superior investment asset via diversification through a unique single product
with a diverse and intelligently weighted physical composition.
TRANSPARENCY
PMC Ounce pricing is fully transparent and moves by the same real-time
changes as the underlying metals that comprise it.
ONLINE CLIENT PORTAL
Neptune’s clients are provided access to its online portal. The client portal
tracks and reports investment positions, real-time account valuations, and
transaction history along with other valuable information and tools which
empower clients.

www.neptuneglobal.com

PMC OUNCE®

100% BULLION BACKED

MITIGATES COUNTERPARTY RISK

Each PMC Ounce is backed 100% with fully allocated physical
gold, silver, platinum, and palladium bullion. The metals are
stored on an insured basis at a non-bank bullion depository and
ownership is proportionally assigned in the investor’s name.

The PMC Ounce is backed 100% by fully allocated physical
bullion from refineries designated “Good Delivery.” The 100%
physical backing of the PMC Ounce in conjunction with investor
ownership recorded at the depository level mitigates the
counterparty risk generally associated with exchange traded
products, funds, and derivatives.

BETTER RISK-ADJUSTED RETURN
The diversification and weighting of the PMC Ounce is
architected to seek a superior risk adjusted return compared to
a position in one or two of the component metals, such as gold
and/or silver.

ACCOUNT HOLDER VERIFICATION
Verification of the investor’s bullion holdings are provided
to the account holder directly from the depository, an entity
independent from Neptune Global.

IRA APPROVED
Regular IRA, Roth, SEP, and 401k Rollovers.

APPROACHABLE PRICING & MINIMUMS

INSURED NEPTUNE VAULT ACCOUNTS® - PMC OUNCE,
GOLD AND SILVER

Trade prices for the PMC Ounce, Gold Vault Account, and Silver
Vault Account are in real-time and posted live. Modest account
size minimums for individual investors, wealth managers,
broker/dealers, family offices, and institutional investors apply.
Contact Neptune Global for more information.

Neptune Global’s Vault Accounts® lead the precious metals
investment world as the most innovative, efficient, and optionrich way to own and trade physical precious metals. Vault
Accounts give investors the ability to own and trade physical
precious metals with the same ease as trading a stock or ETF,
yet there is no financial instrument between the investor and
underlying asset, thereby mitigating the counterparty risk
associated with an exchange traded product or fund.

LIQUID, DIVISIBLE, EASY TO BUY, SELL, AND HOLD
Ideal investment vehicle for investors with various goals,
objectives, and holding periods. The efficiency and dynamics of
the PMC Ounce, Neptune Gold Vault Account and Neptune Silver
Vault Account empowers investors in a manner far superior to
alternative offerings in the precious metals market.

Contact a Neptune Global bullion specialist to learn more about the PMC
Ounce, Gold & Silver Vault Accounts, or other bullion investment products.
Call Neptune Global at 302-256-5080 or contact Marie Grace, Neptune Global Customer
Service, at mgrace@neptuneglobal.com

Learn More

www.neptuneglobal.com

